
Kentucky Ritualist Award
To achieve this award a brother must have proven that he has been a

ritualist in Masonry or is a Masonic Ritualist today.
Ritualist 100 - 125
Senior Ritualist 125 - 150
Master Ritualist 150 - 200

Points that can be earn: 200
A brother must accomplish from the list below to achieve this prestigious
recognition. Must be given from memory, “not read”:

5 confer the Working Tools lecture on EA
5 confer the Working Tools lecture on FC
5 confer the Working Tools lecture on MM
5 confer the Charge EA
5 confer the Charge FC
5 confer Bible Lecture-EA,
5 confer Apron Lecture-EA,
5 confer Minor speaking part of MM second section (any)
5 confer the Address to Newly Raised brothers
5 Confer Letter “G”FC Degree
5 Confer EA Degree second section.
5 Open a lodge by setting in all three principle stations M, SW, & JW.
5 Confer the EA Obligation
5 Confer the FC Obligation

10 Confer the MM Obligation
10 Confer EA Degree first section.
10 Confer FC Degree first section.
10 Confer MM Degree first section.
10 Confer the EA degree Third Section (chart or slides)
10 Major speaking part in MM second Section (KS, JM, or Zeph)
10 Can teach Lecture on any degree in through “reinvestment”.

To be awarded Master Ritualist you must confer one of the following. You can obtain
the points for any or all of them. They are:
20 Confer the Stair Lecture in the FC Degree(chart or slides).
20 Confer the Third Section in the MM Degree(chart or slides).
20 Confer Masonic Funeral by memory not read.
200 points



The following Grand Officers wishes to make the following statement.
DGM, H M Forrester, GSW Todd Eastham, GJW Don Yankee

To attain this award you can not use any books, notes, or be prompted over 3
times. The purpose of this program is to develop ritualist in the Commonwealth of Ky.
By providing a level of Excellency in the conferral of our work and opening lodges .

The achievement of this award of Master Ritualist will be Comparable to the
prestigious Honor of being invested with the 33 Degree or KYCH .

My Brethren, This can only be achieve by your personal effort, devotion,
perseverance, and commitment. You are only limited by your own limitation. You are
the one.

To be a Master Ritualist in our great Masonic fraternity will be the ultimate
achievement for any brother in the symbolic lodge.

If you obtain the Ritualist pin by achieving 100 –125 points then you continue
to earn points to achieve Senior Ritualist pin with 125- 150 points, you would turn in
your pin an get the Senior Ritualist pin. When you achieve 150 –200 points, you would
turn in your pin and receive your Master Ritualist Pin, and it is your to keep forever.

These Pins will be worn on your lapel as a Mark of distinction for all to recognize
that you are one of Masonries, Nobel Men, earned by dedication and devotion to our
Masonic heritage and Land Marks. Teaching all who seek LIGHT.

Note: In the Constitution under Digest sec. 18 it gives authorized books by Grand Lodge (trestle board,
the Kentucky Monitor, th ky rtl, and the Kentucky Ritual, are acceptable for use by its members, revised
(2006) For the purpose of this ritualistic performance, the work known by your lodge, regardless of what
source it came from, it must be performed in a dignified, creditable, proficient manner. Plain and simple
my brothers, CONFERRED not PUT ON. We all have seen PUT ON Degrees.

Ritualist Awards Committee Chairman “Sheldon Sammons”(882) will coordinate with
the following:
Keeper of work chairman
Keeper of the work
Dist Deputies
Collar Officer elected and appointed, we all work
There should one of these brothers in your general area.

Those interested in proving their ability may select a central location in their area, invite
one or more of the Keepers of the Work, and or District Deputies to witness.
It can be witnessed or verified at the actual conferral of degrees. Someone (the individual
himself, or secretary, master, or a brother) should be responsible to collect the signed
confirmations and attach them to a letter with Ritualist Name, address, lodge #, and

points achieved. [ 100 or more]. Send to Sheldon A. Sammons (882)Chairman
P.O. Box 212 Warfield KY 41267 Home Ph 606-395-6182 c 606-626-5772
E-Mail tippleroad@yahoo.com
A confirmation letter will be returned to the applicant, attesting his award.

mailto:tippleroad@yahoo.com


I have witnessed and or can confirm that brother ________________________
conferred, performed, or did this: ______________________________________
___________________ on date: ___-___-_____ and approve the performance.
Signed by any one of the following:
Keepers of the Work, DDGM’s, or any Collared Officers.
______________________________ signed

I have witnessed and or can confirm that brother ________________________
conferred, performed, or did this: ______________________________________
___________________ on date: ___-___-_____ and approve the performance.
Signed by any one of the following:
Keepers of the Work, DDGM’s, or any Collared Officers.
______________________________ signed

I have witnessed and or can confirm that brother ________________________
conferred, performed, or did this: ______________________________________
___________________ on date: ___-___-_____ and approve the performance.
Signed by any one of the following:
Keepers of the Work, DDGM’s, or any Collared Officers.
______________________________ signed

I have witnessed and or can confirm that brother ________________________
conferred, performed, or did this: ______________________________________
___________________ on date: ___-___-_____ and approve the performance.
Signed by any one of the following:
Keepers of the Work, DDGM’s, or any Collared Officers.
______________________________ signed

I have witnessed and or can confirm that brother ________________________
conferred, performed, or did this: ______________________________________
___________________ on date: ___-___-_____ and approve the performance.
Signed by any one of the following:
Keepers of the Work, DDGM’s, or any Collared Officers.
______________________________ signed

I have witnessed and or can confirm that brother ________________________
conferred, performed, or did this: ______________________________________
___________________ on date: ___-___-_____ and approve the performance.
Signed by any one of the following:
Keepers of the Work, DDGM’s, or any Collared Officers.
______________________________ signed


